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Pay particular attention to two of Mueller’s phrases: “did not establish” and “did

not exonerate.”  

 

Lawyers will know that those two phrases actually hint at the opposite of a

complete Trump vindication. 

https://www.brennancenter.org/blog/still-waiting-mueller-

report#.XJ1hZuNFh2k.twitter

@brennancenter

Still Waiting for the Mueller Report
The need for the entire report to be made public has only been made more urgent by President Trump’s
recent series of attacks on the very idea of the investigation.

https://www.brennancenter.org/blog/still-waiting-mueller-report#.XJ1hZuNFh2k.twitter

“DID NOT ESTABLISH: 

This suggests that there was in fact some proof — just not enough to establish criminal wrongdoing

beyond a reasonable doubt. We don’t know how much evidence Mueller uncovered, but his WORDING

INTIMATES MORE THAN the BARE MINIMUM.

“DID NOT EXONERATE,” that’s as close as a prosecutor gets to saying... 

 

“You were in the wrong, but we can’t convict.”

All told, the small parts of the Mueller report that peak out from Barr’s letter suggest difficulty building a

criminal case but nothing even close to a clean bill of health. That’s why releasing the full Mueller report

is so important.

It’s kinda like a visit to the ER where a doc tells you: “No, you’re not having a heart attack right now but

look at that cholesterol level, artery blockage, shortness of breath, and, oh there’s a spot on the X-ray."

Great to learn about no heart attack; not smart to walk out before hearing the rest of the diagnosis.

Mueller’s 88 words of consultation filtered through a second party are not enough.  

 

And the need for a comprehensive account of what the investigation found has only been made more

urgent by Trump’s recent series of attacks on the very idea of the investigation.

Full disclosure of the Mueller report would validate concerns about: 

 

▪ Russian attacks on our election system 

▪ Russian efforts to infiltrate/work w DT campaign 

▪ Their response to those efforts 

▪ DT efforts to pervert the administration of justice for his own benefit
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